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ASSALAMU ALAIKUM

THE MIDDLE EASTERN CONFLAGRATION

SILENCE IS BETTER –
BOOTLICKING IS DESPICABLE
Darul
Uloom
Zakariyya
issued
the
followed
statement
conflagration and confusion which reign the Middle East currently:
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TRANSLATION
Darul Uloom Zakariyya
Bismillahir Rahmaanir Raheem
Support of Muslims of South Africa for the Riyadh Conference
Tuesday, 26th Safar 1437 corr. to 5th December 2015
An important meeting was convened of senior Ulama in Johannesburg, South Africa,
chaired by the Director Shabbir Saloojee, Hafithahullah, and graced by Shaikh
Salmaan Husaini Nadwi of India to consider the current events unfolding in the
Middle East and what we are witnessing of the arrogant Russian aggression against
Turkey, Saudi Arabia and the oppressed population of Syria.
All the participants undertook to stand with Turkey and Saudi Arabia in their just
humanitarian, political and military stance.
All supported the policy of King Salmaan regarding Turkey and Qatar and the bold
stand adopted in Yemen, Iraq and Syria. Similarly, they support the Riyadh
Conference which calls for a military coalition to unite the parties and formation of a
leadership and single front in Syria.
The Ulama and public are all waiting for the Riyadh Conference to issue decisive
resolutions enabling the revolution to succeed and overthrow Bashaar Asad and his
tyrannical regime.
And Aid is sought from Allah
(End of translation)

-------------------------------------------------------------------UUCSA’S COMMENT
We are not in agreement with this statement issued by some Ulama. The statement
conveys the deceptive idea of it being the view of all the Ulama of South Africa. But
this is the furthest from the truth. In our opinion the statement is tantamount to
bootlicking the Saudi regime to curry favour with the king to ensure a free flow of
Saudi perks in the form of Umrah /Hajj visas and other trinkets of VIP treatment
which are generally accorded to Saudi bootlickers.
Not so long ago, Molvi Salmaan Nadvi of India had become an avowed opponent of
the Saudi regime. On the occasion of President Morsi’s unlawful dismissal by the
butcher Sisi, Molvi Salmaan Nadwa had admirably condemned Sisi and the Saudi
regime. In fact he had stooped to the level of puerility by encouraging the Madrasah
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students to physically debar the Saudi public relations envoy from entering the
Madrasah. The students had conducted themselves with un-Islamic disgrace.
Regardless of opposition to the Saudi regime, it is not permissible in Islam to react
with western kuffaar university student hooliganism. It is not part of Islamic culture
to humiliate a guest regardless of the brutal regime he represents. Whilst the
Madrasah authorities were entitle to refuse meeting the Saudi envoy, they
perpetrated despicable Haraam by acquitting themselves like western louts. The
hooliganism of the Madrasah’s students must necessarily be attributed to the
Madrasah’s authorities.
It now appears that perhaps of some screws tightened by the Saudi regime, Molvi
Salmaan Nadvi has effected a remarkable somersault, hence he lent his name to be
rubber stamped on the bootlicking statement. This is a clear demonstration of lack of
principle, and a fork-tongued attitude. Men of the Haqq are not known for such
contemptible traits. For the sake of the jeefah (carrion) of this miserable dunya, this
group of Ulama including Molvi Salmaan Nadvi has abandoned a principle of Truth.
They have come out in a bootlicking support for a regime which has and is pillaging
and plundering the Shariah. Thousands of Muslims including Ulama are languishing
in Saudi dungeons. The Saudi Zulm is multiplying by the day just as its drift from the
Shariah is incremental on a daily base. It’s U.S. inspired merciless numbing in Yemen
is satanic and brutal.
The bootlicking Ulama appear to be lamentably ignorant of the reality of the Middle
Eastern imbroglio. It is difficult to understand their blindness. Are they really blind to
the fact that the Prime Controller of the conflagration and the puller of the strings is
the U.S.A? Whatever action is being implemented by the U.S. satellite states and
backyard gulf states in the Middle East is by U.S. directive.
The price of oil has hit the rock bottom price of $36 a barrel, having dropped by a
massive $100. Only those whose brains are welded to their nafs fail to understand
the cause for this ‘disaster’. The simple explanation for this issue which is not a
conundrum, is the fact that the U.S. is stealing billions of dollars of oil on a regular
basis via its conduit, the ISIS. Thousands of tankers supplied by the West move daily
across the desert transporting the stolen oil to Turkey for onward transport to the
pirates, the chief one’s being the U.S. and Israel. ISIS is the conduit. Free oil, so why
buy, hence the fall in the price.
There is no valid Shar’i Jihad in the Middle East currently. A war under U.S. directive
is not a Shar’i Jihad. The Ulama by issuing bootlicking statements are embroiling
themselves in a haraam mess, and this they do for the Saudi perks. The function of
the Ulama is to supplicate in solitude in the late hours of the night; to resort to
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Taubah and Istighfaar; to fulfil the obligation of Amr Bil Ma’roof Nahy Anil Munkar,
and to call the people to the Deen. Bootlicking is exceptionally contemptible and
debasing for the Ulama.
An intelligent Mu’min should reflect before he opens his mouth. It is unexpected of
Ulama to blurt out drivel. What benefit do they discern in their bootlicking
statement? Other than receiving some Saudi crumbs, what benefit is there for the
Ummah in bootlicking oppressors? Yes, there is benefit in making dua for
oppressors. The hearts are in Allah’s control. The bootlicking statement is in clear
conflict with the prohibition stated in the Hadith. Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi
wasallam) said:
“When a faasiq is praised, the Arsh of Allah shudders.”
The minimum degree of villainy applicable to the Saudi regime is fisq and fujoor.
Without doubt, the king and his regime are confirmed Fussaaq and Fujjaar. It is not
farfetched to say that they are even kuffaar. The kufr is the production of mutilation
of the Shariah perpetrated by the Saudi regime at the behest of the U.S.
The attribution of ‘just humanitarianism’ to Saudi Arabia is a cruel mockery. The
Ulama issuing the bootlicking statement have miserably failed to apply their minds
constructively. The Saudi regime has no dimension of humanitarianism. Its prisons
overflowing with thousands of men who had ventured to open their mouths against
the injustice and oppression of the regime, are clear evidence for the brutality of the
Saudis. They lack any conception of humanitarianism.
The Riyaadh Conference mentioned in the bootlicking statement is simply another
paper entity which issues stupid resolutions to bloat the king’s ego. All the paper
ineffective resolutions of these paper entities are ‘full of sound and fury signifying
nothing.”
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